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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed increasing interest in interference
alignment which has been demonstrated to deliver gains for wire-
less networks both analytically and empirically. Typically, interfer-
ence alignment is achieved by having a MIMO sender precode its
transmission to align it at the receiver. In this paper, we show, for the
first time, that interference alignment can be achieved via motion,
and works even for single-antenna transmitters. Specifically, this
alignment can be achieved purely by sliding the receiver’s antenna.
Interestingly, the amount of antenna displacement is of the order of
one inch which makes it practical to incorporate into recent slid-
ing antennas available on the market. We implemented our design
on USRPs and demonstrated that it can deliver 1.98× throughput
gains over 802.11n in networks with both single-antenna and multi-
antenna nodes.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.2.2 [Computer
Systems Organization]: Computer-Communications Networks
Keywords Interference Alignment, Interference Nulling, Sliding
Antennas, Motion-based Interference Management, MIMO, Wire-
less
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in MIMO technology have demonstrated the
practicality of interference alignment and its throughput gains [7,
26, 15, 13]. These systems leverage the MIMO capability of the
transmitter to precode the signal and align it along a particular spa-
tial direction at the receiver. In contrast, this paper investigates
a simple question: Can we perform interference alignment with
single-antenna transmitters? Furthermore, can interference align-
ment be performed purely by the receiver without cooperation from
the senders? A positive answer to these questions could extend the
gains of interference alignment to scenarios with single antenna
systems, such as sensors, hence improving the overall throughput of
these networks. Furthermore, the ability to do alignment purely at
the receiver eliminates the need to send feedback from the receiver
to the senders to inform them about the direction along which they
should align their signals.
Motivated by the above questions, we investigate whether a re-
ceiver can perform interference alignment by simply adjusting the
position of one of its antennas. Our intuition is that this may be pos-
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Figure 1: Interference Alignment by motion. Consider two single-
antenna interferers I1 and I2 and a two-antenna receiver Rx. Initially, the
two interferers are not aligned in the antenna space of Rx. Then, Rx slides
one of its receive antennas so that I1 and I2 are aligned in the antenna space.
sible due to two reasons. First, indoor settings are rich in multipath.
Hence, at any point in space, the perceived channel is a combination
of many channels that correspond to the various paths that the sig-
nal traverses. Even a small shift in the antenna location would cause
some of these paths to become shorter and others longer, leading to
a significant change in the resulting channel. Second, channels are
continuous functions over space.1 This means that the receiver can
gradually slide its antenna, measure the channels, and keep moving
the antenna in the direction that increases the alignment between
the senders.
To test this intuition, we used USRP radios to experiment with
the scenario in Fig. 1. In this setup, we have two single-antenna in-
terferers and a two-antenna receiver. We mount one of the receive
antennas on an iRobot Create robot to emulate a sliding antenna.
We measure the channels and gradually adjust the position of one
of the receive antennas, moving it in the spatial direction that in-
creases the alignment between the interferers, as in Fig. 1(b). The
experiments have confirmed our intuition: alignment can indeed be
performed by sliding the receiver’s antenna. What is perhaps even
more surprising is that the required antenna displacement was typi-
cally an inch or less. Multiple experiments in two campus buildings
in both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios
showed that in 84% of the settings, the required antenna displace-
ment was less than one inch. The implications of our results are
two-fold: First, they show for the first time that interference align-
ment can be achieved via motion. Second, the fact that the required
displacement is of the order of one inch, means that motion-based
interference alignment can be incorporated into recent sliding an-
tennas available on the market.2
To gain insight into these empirical results, we have extended
past signal propagation models to incorporate the effects of multi-
1The channel is a linear combination of multiple continuous wave-
forms [27], and, hence, is continuous over space and time.
2Recent USB Wi-Fi adapters have sliding antennas whose positions
can be manually adjusted to improve the SNR [28].
path on interference alignment. Our results reveal that the presence
of a reflector near the receiver creates significant spatial diversity,
causing the channel to change dramatically (from combining con-
structively to combining destructively) within an inch or two. Since
the receiver is typically situated on some platform which serves as
a reflecting surface (e.g., a table, the floor, etc.), it is likely that it
experiences reflections from at least one nearby reflector, enabling
motion based interference alignment.
We introduce MoMIMO, a technique that enables MIMO inter-
ference management through mobility. Besides motion-based in-
terference alignment, our study of MoMIMO reveals several other
interesting capabilities:
• First, MoMIMO also provides interference nulling. Specifically,
a single-antenna receiver can slide its antenna position to can-
cel an unwanted interference signal from a single-antenna trans-
mitter, hence enabling single-antenna nodes to exploit MIMO
nulling.
• Second, the process of sliding antennas to seek positions of inter-
ference alignment or nulling can be automated using a Stochastic
Hill Climbing algorithm, as described in §6.
• Third, both uplink and downlink traffic benefit from motion-
based MIMO techniques. This stems from the reciprocity of
wireless channels, which ensures that motion-based alignment or
nulling on the downlink, causes interference alignment or nulling
on the uplink (see §7).
We implemented MoMIMO on an indoor network of USRP
N210 software radios. To emulate a sliding antenna, we mounted
the antennas on an iRobot Create robot. We conducted our experi-
ments at a bandwidth of 20 MHz in the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi band, both
in line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios. Our results show
the following:
• MoMIMO reduces the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) of unde-
sired signal by an average of 22 dB for interference alignment
and 15 dB for interference nulling.
• In a network of multiple transmitter-receiver pairs that use a com-
bination of alignment and nulling, MoMIMO achieves an aver-
age throughput gain of 1.98× over 802.11n in networks with
both single-antenna and multi-antenna nodes.
• MoMIMO’s Stochastic Hill Climbing algorithm requires a mean
displacement of the receive antenna of 0.44 inches for interfer-
ence alignment and 1.17 inches for nulling.3
• Due to reciprocity, MoMIMO’s interference alignment and
nulling on the downlink also reduces the INR on the uplink to
below the noise floor (i.e., the mean INR on the uplink is below
0 dB).
• MoMIMO is robust to sudden channel changes in otherwise
static environments. It adopts a fail safe mechanism that falls
back to 802.11n if the channel changes significantly, and recov-
ers its gains once the channel is stable.
Contributions: This paper has three main contributions: (1) It is
the first to demonstrate the feasibility of interference alignment and
nulling purely via motion. Furthermore, it reveals that the required
displacement is about one inch, and hence can potentially be sup-
ported by sliding antennas similar to those used in recent prod-
ucts [28]. (2) It presents a stochastic hill climbing algorithm that
automatically repositions the antenna to achieve interference align-
ment or nulling. (3) The paper implements its design and demon-
strates large throughput gains over real wireless channels.
3Alignment is easier to satisfy because many options exist for the
direction along which two senders may be aligned, which provides
extra flexibility for the choice of channels.
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Figure 2: Interference Nulling. The transmitter cancels its signal at Rx2 by
precoding it, while Rx1 can still receive its signal x.
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Figure 3: Interference Alignment. q’s transmitter performs precoding in
order to align q along the same direction as p in the antenna space of the
receiver.
2. BACKGROUND
We briefly introduce interference nulling and alignment.
(a) Interference Nulling: Interference nulling enables a MIMO
node to transmit signals, and at the same time cancel them out at
particular receiver (other than its own). Consider the example in
Fig. 2; it consists of a two-antenna transmitter Tx and two single-
antenna receivers Rx1 and Rx2. Let h1 and h2 denote the wireless
channels from the two transmit antennas of Tx to the single antenna
of Rx2. Suppose the transmitter wants to send a signal x to Rx1
without interfering at Rx2. The transmitter can then send αx on
its first antenna and βx on its second antenna. Then, Rx2 would
receive: y = (αh1+βh2)x. Hence, the transmitter can null its signal
to this receiver, simply by picking α = −h2 and β = h1. This
process of encoding the transmitted signal across multiple antennas
(i.e. multiplying by α and β) is referred to as precoding, and is used
in both nulling and alignment.
(b) Interference Alignment: Recall the following basic properties
of MIMO systems [27, 15]:
• An N-antenna receiver receives signals on each of its N antennas.
These signals can be represented as one vector in an N dimen-
sional space.
• An N-antenna receiver can decode up to N independent signals.
Suppose a 2-antenna receiver receives two signals – a desired signal
x and an interfering signal p. As mentioned above, these signals can
be represented as vectors in a 2-D space, and the MIMO receiver
can decode them. However, let’s say another interferer joins the
network, so that the 2-D space has a third vector q, as in Fig. 3(a).
Unfortunately, the receiver can now no longer decode. So, how can
the transmitter of q avoid interfering at the receiver?
The transmitter of q can precode its transmission to rotate the
vector q and align it along the same direction as p; this technique is
called interference alignment.4 In effect, the receiver now obtains
only two vectors, one vector is the desired signal x, and the other is
the sum of interferences p and q, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Now, the
receiver can eliminate all interference by projecting the received
4Specifically, to align the vector q along the vector p, the transmit-
ter uses a precoding matrix M, such that, p⊥qM = 0, where p⊥
denotes the vector space orthogonal to p [15, 7].
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(a) Nulling by motion
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(b) Alignment by motion
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(c) Scaling Motion-based Alignment
Figure 4: MoMIMO enables concurrent transmissions. The figure shows three examples: (a) Nulling: Rx1 slides its antenna to null interference from Tx2,
and Rx2 slides its antenna to null interference from Tx1. Hence, the network supports 2 concurrent transmissions. (b) Alignment: Rx1 slides its antenna to
align interference from Tx2 and Tx3. Similarly, Rx2 and Rx3 slide their antennas to align their interferers. Thus, the network can support 3 concurrent streams.
(c) Scaling Alignment: Rx1 slides one of its antennas to align interference from Tx2, Tx3 and Tx4. Similarly, Rx2, Rx3, and Rx4 each slide one of their
antennas to align their interferers. Thus, the network supports 4 concurrent streams.
signal on a direction orthogonal to the direction of the aligned in-
terference.
3. SCOPE OF MOMIMO
MoMIMO enables wireless nodes to perform techniques such as
interference alignment and nulling by sliding one of their antennas
by an inch or two. MoMIMO applies to both single antenna and
multi-antenna nodes, i.e., MoMIMO enables both single and multi-
antenna nodes to manage interference in a manner that increases
the number of concurrent streams beyond what is available purely
by the number of antennas on these nodes.
MoMIMO is not meant for mobile or hand-held devices, but is
instead targeted for relatively static environments, with stable inter-
ference patterns. Examples of such scenarios include: (1) A home
Wi-Fi access point that suffers interference from the neighboring
apartment. (2) A sensor network collection point suffering from in-
terference. (3) Wireless as a replacement for wires at homes and of-
fices, e.g., a Wi-Fi link used to connect a TV to a DVD player [24],
wireless surveillance cameras [3], etc. (4) Flyways in Data cen-
ters [11].
4. MOMIMO IN A NETWORK
We begin by presenting examples that illustrate how MoMIMO
can provide significant throughput gains for wireless networks. We
explain when nodes may use motion-based alignment and when
they use motion-based nulling. For this section, we assume that it is
possible to find locations that satisfy the desired interference align-
ment or interference nulling, by using small position adjustments of
an inch or two. We will validate this assumption both empirically
in §9 and analytically in §5.
4.1 Motion-Based Interference Nulling
Consider two co-located single-antenna transmitter-receiver
pairs: Tx1-Rx1 and Tx2-Rx2 (Fig. 4(a)). Say these nodes are ini-
tially at positions where they interfere strongly (i.e. the interference
to noise ratio (INR) from Tx1 to Rx2 and Tx2 to Rx1 is high). In
such a scenario, 802.11 permits only one of Tx1 and Tx2 to transmit
at any given time, i.e., the maximum number of concurrent streams
is one.
Recall that because Tx1 and Tx2 are single-antenna transmitters,
they cannot perform standard interference nulling to each other’s
receivers. This is because standard interference nulling requires a
node to precode its signal across multiple transmit antennas as dis-
cussed in §2.
In contrast, MoMIMO can leverage motion-based nulling to send
two concurrent streams that do not interfere with each other. Specif-
ically, each receiver makes small adjustments to its antenna position
by one or two inches until the signal from the interfering transmitter
is nulled (i.e. below the noise floor). In this example, Rx1 adjusts
its antenna until it nulls Tx2’s interference. Similarly, Rx2 adjusts
its antenna until it nulls Tx1. Now that there is no interference be-
tween the two streams, Tx1 and Tx2 can transmit concurrently to
their respective receivers.
Reciprocity: We now have the receive antennas at positions where
Tx1 and Tx2 can transmit concurrently, without interference. But
what happens when Rx1 and Rx2 need to transmit their acknowl-
edgments concurrently to Tx1 and Tx2? Interestingly, we notice
that there is no need for any new adjustments in antenna positions,
i.e. the ACKs do not interfere at Tx1 and Tx2. This is because
reciprocity in wireless channels also leads to reciprocity in motion-
based nulling (details in §7). Thus, once receivers perform motion-
based nulling, they not only receive their desired signals concur-
rently, but also deliver ACKs to their transmitters, interference-free.
Multiplexing Gains: MoMIMO’s motion-based interference
nulling, can enable two concurrent streams in this setting, i.e., a
2× multiplexing gain over 802.11.
4.2 Motion-Based Interference Alignment
Consider three co-located transmitter-receiver pairs: Tx1-Rx1,
Tx2-Rx2 and Tx3-Rx3, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The transmitters
have only one antenna each, while the receivers are two-antenna
nodes. Once again, these nodes are in positions where they inter-
fere strongly with each other. Therefore, 802.11 permits only one
of Tx1, Tx2, and Tx3 to transmit packets at a given point in time;
hence, the maximum number of concurrent streams is one.
Recall that since Tx1, Tx2, and Tx3 have only one antenna each,
they cannot align their interfering signals along a common spatial
direction at each receiver. This is because such alignment requires
the transmitter to precode its signal across multiple transmit anten-
nas as explained in §2.
In contrast, MoMIMO leverages motion-based alignment to send
three concurrent streams that do not interfere with each other. Let’s
consider the two-antenna receiver Rx1, which receives its desired
signal from Tx1 and unwanted interference from both Tx2 and Tx3.
To mitigate this interference, Rx1 performs motion-based align-
ment by adjusting one of its antennas so that the signals from its
two interfering transmitters, Tx2 and Tx3, are aligned in its 2-D
space (see Fig. 4(b)). Now Rx1 obtains only two signal vectors in
this 2-D space: the signal from its desired transmitter (Tx1) and the
sum of the interference from the unwanted transmitters Tx2 and
Tx3. Thus, as in standard interference alignment (see §2), the re-
ceiver can eliminate all interference by projecting its received sig-
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Figure 5: MoMIMO in heterogeneous networks. The two single antenna
pairs perform nulling as in Fig. 4(a). Rx3 slides one of its antennas to align
Tx1 and Tx2; similarly, Tx3 slides one of its antennas to align ACKs from
Rx1 and Rx2. Tx3 also precodes its signal to null at Rx1. The network can
support 3 concurrent streams.
nal along a direction orthogonal to that of the aligned interference.
Similarly, Rx2 can decode its desired signal concurrently by ad-
justing one of its antennas to align interference from Tx1 and Tx3;
while, Rx3 adjusts one of its antennas to align interference from
Tx1 and Tx2.
Reciprocity: We now have the receive antennas at positions where
Tx1, Tx2 and Tx3 can transmit concurrently without interference.
Suppose the receivers want to send ACKs back to their respec-
tive transmitters, concurrently. These ACKs may still interfere with
each other at the transmitters. For example, Rx1’s ACK would
cause interference at Tx2 and at Tx3. To address this issue, Rx1
can precode its transmission using standard interference nulling,
such that it is nulled at Tx2. Fortunately, nulling the ACK at Tx2
also automatically nulls the ACK at Tx3 as well. This desirable
phenomenon is due to channel reciprocity and will be further ex-
plained in §7. Hence, Rx2 and Rx3 can perform a similar procedure
so that the receivers concurrently deliver ACKs to their transmitters,
interference-free.
Multiplexing Gains: MoMIMO’s motion-based interference align-
ment can enable three concurrent streams in this setting, i.e., a 3×
gain over 802.11. We note that even if the receivers employed up-
link multi-user MIMO (as in [26]) instead of standard 802.11, the
maximum number of concurrent streams would be two, still 1.5×
less than that of MoMIMO.
Scaling: MoMIMO’s interference alignment scales beyond the set-
ting in Fig. 4(b). For e.g., in a setup with four single-antenna trans-
mitters and four 3-antenna receivers (shown in Fig. 4(c)), it can
enable four concurrent streams, i.e., a 4× gain over 802.11.
4.3 Combining Alignment and Nulling
MoMIMO’s throughput gains can be generalized to heteroge-
neous networks that require combining both motion-based align-
ment and motion-based nulling. Consider the scenario in Fig. 5,
with two pairs of single-antenna nodes, and one pair of two-antenna
MIMO nodes. Note that in 802.11n, only one of Tx1, Tx2, and Tx3
can transmit packets at any given time.
In contrast, MoMIMO can exploit both motion-based alignment
and nulling to deliver three concurrent streams. To begin with, re-
call that Tx1, Tx2, Rx1 and Rx2 form a topology similar to the
one in Fig. 4(a). Thus, to enable concurrent transmissions, Rx1 can
simply slide its antenna to null Tx2, and Rx2 can similarly slide its
antenna to null Tx1, as in §4.1.
We still need to make sure that Tx3 can transmit concurrently
without interfering with the ongoing transmissions. To this end, we
exploit interference alignment, as in §4.2. Specifically, Rx3 slides
one of its antennas to align Tx1 and Tx2’s signals. In addition, Rx3
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Figure 6: Interference Alignment. We wish to align the signals received
from the two interferers I1 and I2 along the same direction. The goodness
of alignment is determined by the residual interference; it is the projection
of an interferer along a direction orthogonal to the desired alignment, and
denoted as horth.
precodes its transmission using standard interference nulling, such
that it is nulled at Tx1; by reciprocity, Rx3’s transmission is auto-
matically nulled at Tx2 as explained in §7. Similarly, Tx3 slides
one of its antennas to align the ACKs from Rx1 and Rx2; it also
precodes its transmission such that it is nulled at Rx1 (and, hence,
Rx2).
Multiplexing Gains: In this setting, 802.11n can send 1.33 con-
current streams on average assuming fair time-sharing between
streams.5 In contrast, MoMIMO’s motion-based alignment and
nulling enables three concurrent streams, i.e. a 2.25× gain over
802.11n. Note that using interference alignment and nulling with-
out motion in this setup will only enable two concurrent streams
at any time. Hence, MoMIMO can still achieve a 1.5× gain over
advanced techniques that leverage standard nulling and alignment,
e.g. n+ [15].
Finally, we note that in this section, we have assumed that it
is feasible to find nearby locations that achieve the desired align-
ment and nulling. In §9, we revisit these topologies and provide ex-
tensive measurements that span line-of-sight and non-line of sight
scenarios in multiple buildings, all of which confirm the gains of
MoMIMO.
5. MOMIMO ANALYSIS
In this section, we extend signal propagation models to capture
how multipath effects enable motion-based alignment. We also give
insights for why the required displacement is relatively small and is
about one or two inches.
In order to quantify alignment, we need to pick a metric that
reflects the goodness of alignment. So, how do we choose this met-
ric? Suppose, a receiver Rx wants to align a given interferer I along
a particular direction ~v in its antenna space. If the interferer is per-
fectly aligned with ~v, then its projection along ~v⊥ (i.e. the direc-
tion orthogonal to ~v) is zero. In contrast, if the interferer is poorly
aligned with ~v, its projection on ~v⊥ is large. In fact, the larger this
projection is, the worse the alignment is. In the rest of this sec-
tion, we analytically quantify the goodness of alignment in terms of
residual interference after alignment [8, 20]. This quantity, which
we denote horth is defined as the projection of the interference along
the direction orthogonal to that of the desired alignment.
Consider the setup in Fig. 6, where we wish to slide antenna 1
of the receiver Rx to align the signal ~h1 from I1 along the same
direction as the signal ~h2 from I2. Let htr denote the channel from
interferer It to receive antenna r. We then write the residual inter-
5In any time slot, Tx1, Tx2 or Tx3 sends 1, 1, or 2 streams respec-
tively. Thus, on average, 802.11n sends 1+1+23 = 1.33 streams.
Figure 7: Specifying Reflectors. We specify the location of reflector i with
respect to interferer It by: θt1,i, the angle of departure of the signal from
interferer It and φt1,i, the angle of arrival of the reflected signal at receive
antenna 1.
ference after alignment horth as:
horth = ~h1.~h⊥2 (1)
= (h11, h12).(−h22, h21) (2)
= −h11h22 + h12h21 (3)
where ~h⊥2 denotes the vector orthogonal to ~h2.6
Let’s study how the value of these channels htr and the resulting
horth change as a function of reflectors in the environment. Say that
we have n reflectors in the environment. Then the channel between
any interferer It and receive antenna r is the sum of the channel
along the direct path between the two, htr,0, plus the channels along
all the reflected paths, htr,i, for all reflectors i = 1, . . . , n. We can
use standard propagation models [27] to express these channels
as a function of path length. Specifically, the channel on the direct
path htr,0 is:
htr,0 =
1
dtr,0
e
−2pij dtr,0 f
c (4)
where dtr,0 is the length of the direct path between interferer It and
receive antenna r, c is the speed of light, and f is the frequency of
the transmitted signal.
Similarly, the channel along the ith reflected path as:
htr,i =
γi
dtr,i
e
−2pij dtr,i f
c
+jpi (5)
where γi is the reflection coefficient of the reflector, and dtr,i is the
total distance traversed by the reflected signal – i.e., dtr,i is the sum
of the two segments of a reflected path, the segment from the in-
terferer It to the reflector and the segment from the reflector to the
receive antenna r.
Thus, the channel from interferer It to receive antenna r is:
htr = htr,0 +
n∑
i=1
htr,i =
1
dtr,0
e
−2pij dtr,0 f
c +
n∑
i=1
γi
dtr,i
e
−2pij dtr,i f
c
+jpi
=
n∑
i=0
γi
dtr,i
e
−2pij dtr,i f
c
+αi
Where γ0 = 1, α0 = 0, and αi = jπ for i = 1, . . . , n.
We can substitute these channels in Eqn. 3 that defined horth to un-
derstand how reflectors impact the residual interference after align-
ment. As we substitute, remember that we are only sliding antenna
1 on the receiver, while antenna 2 is fixed. Therefore, we consider
channels h12 and h22 to antenna 2 to be constants, for the rest of our
6Note that, in practice,~h⊥2 is a unit vector. We ignore normalization
of ~h⊥2 for simplicity.
analysis.
horth = −h22h11 + h12h21
= −h22
n∑
i=0
γi
d11,i
e
−2pij d11,i f
c
+αi + h12
n∑
i=0
γi
d21,i
e
−2pij d21,i f
c
+αi
=
∑
t={1,2}
n∑
i=0
γt1,i
dt1,i
e
−2pij dt1,i f
c
+αi
Where γ11,i = −h22γi and γ21,i = h12γi, are constants.
The above equation computes the residual interference after
alignment for a particular position of the receive antenna. We are
interested in how horth changes as the receive antenna slides by
(δx, δy), which we denote by horth(δx, δy). To derive horth(δx, δy),
we express the location of reflector i based on two angles for any
interferer It and receive antenna r: the angle of departure (θtr,i) and
angle of arrival (φtr,i), as shown in Fig. 7. Given these values, we
can show that horth(δx, δy) is:
horth(δx, δy) =
∑
t={1,2}
n∑
i=0
γt1,i
d˜t1,i
e
−2pij d˜t1,i f
c
+αi (6)
Where d˜t1,i is given by:
d˜t1,i =
√
(2ct1,isin2βt1,i − dt1,0 − δx)2 + (ct1,isin(2βt1,i)− δy)2
ct1,i =
dt1,0sinφt1,i
sinφt1,i − sinθt1,i
βt1,i = (φt1,i − θt1,i)/2
The proof for the above equations follows from the geometry of the
reflectors in Fig. 7. It is provided in Appendix A.
Eqn. 6 shows how sliding a receive antenna impacts alignment,
or more precisely, the residual interference orthogonal to the de-
sired alignment. As Eqn. 6 is fairly complex, in the following sec-
tions, we extract insights from it considering specific scenarios.
5.1 Impact of a Reflector on Motion-Based Alignment
We first consider the case of single randomly positioned non-
absorbent reflector (i.e., γi = 1). Of course in reality, an indoor
scenario would have many absorbent reflectors. However, studying
this simplified case allows us to understand the trends that control
how a reflector impacts alignment. Later in §5.2, we use these in-
sights to understand the impact of many absorbent reflectors.
Recall that our objective is to understand, given that the receive
antenna is at an arbitrary initial position, how much displacement
is needed to move it to a location that achieves alignment (i.e.,
minimizes |horth|2, the residual interference after alignment). To
compute this displacement, we numerically compute |horth|2 using
Eqn. 6. Recall that the impact of the reflector on the signal from
each interferer It is defined by the angle of arrival (φt1) and the an-
gle of departure (θt1) of the signal, as shown in Fig. 7. Since we have
two interferers and one reflector, in this example, we have four pa-
rameters: θ11, θ21, φ11 and φ21, which determine this displacement.
Fig. 8(a) plots the mean displacement from an arbitrary initial po-
sition of the receive antenna to a position that achieves alignment
by minimizing |horth|2 locally.7 The figure shows that the displace-
ment is small when either φ11 or φ21 is large. Specifically, when
either φ11 or φ21 is between 90◦ and 180◦, the required mean dis-
placement varies between about 0.6 inches and 1.2 inches. We note
7Our analysis of horth also reveals that these points of local minima,
on average, decrease |horth|2 below the noise floor, provided the en-
vironment has reflectors close to the receiver, that are behind it with
respect to either sender.
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Figure 8: Displacement (in inches) to position of alignment (a): Across φ11 and φ21, with fixed arbitrary θ11 and θ21. We cap the maximum at 5 inches for
ease of viewing. (b) Across θ11 and θ21, with φ11,φ21 = 90◦. Geometry restricts θ11, θ21 ≤ 90◦. (c) With 10 reflectors placed at random locations across
φmax, the largest angle of arrival among the good reflectors with respect to any interferer.
that this displacement and the results in Fig. 8(a) are based on Eqn.
6 for f = 2.5 GHz, which is the typical carrier frequency of 802.11.
Hence the displacements of 0.6 and 1.2 inches correspond to dis-
tances of λ/8 and λ/4 respectively. The required displacements are
even smaller at higher frequencies, where the wavelength is shorter,
for e.g., in the 5 GHz Wi-Fi band.
So what does φ11 or φ21 > 90◦, mean in terms of the physical lo-
cation of the reflector? Recall from Fig. 7 that φt1 denotes the angle
along which reflected signal arrives at at the receiver from interferer
It. Thus, if φt1 > 90◦, then this reflector is behind the receiver with
respect to interferer It. Hence, we arrive at the following insight:
Insight 1: Reflectors which are behind the receiver with respect to
the interferer (i.e. φ11 or φ21 > 90◦) enable a displacement on the
order of 1 or 2 inches to a position that enables alignment. We call
such reflectors good reflectors.
Note that it is common for most receivers in wireless networks
to be placed on some platform (e.g. a table, the floor, etc.), which
is usually behind the receiver with respect to at least one interferer,
and hence serves as a good reflector.
One may wonder if the displacement to a position of alignment
depends on either θ11 or θ21, given that φ11 or φ21 are fixed at val-
ues ≥ 90◦. In fact, we observe that the angles of departure have
no impact on the displacement, once we fix the angles of arrival. In
particular, Fig. 8(b), demonstrates that the required mean displace-
ment is constant versus θ11, θ21, for the case when φ11 and φ21 are
both fixed at 90◦.
5.2 Motion-Based Alignment with Multiple Reflectors
While our discussion so far focused on a single reflector, the nat-
ural question to ask is how does the displacement to a position of
alignment change, given a large number of reflectors in the envi-
ronment. To this end, we extend our analysis to multiple absorbent
reflectors. In particular, we pick multiple reflectors with random
angles of departure and arrival and an absorption coefficient cho-
sen randomly between [0.2, 0.6] [14]. We use our model in Eqn. 6
to evaluate how these reflectors affect the mean displacement re-
quired from an arbitrary location to reach a position that achieves
alignment by locally minimizing |horth|2.
We consider a scenario with 10 randomly positioned reflectors
with different angles of arrival and departure. We consider the fol-
lowing three cases: (1) Only one of these reflectors is a “good re-
flector” with respect to either interferer I1 or interferer I2. (2) Two
reflectors are “good reflectors” with respect to either interferer. (3)
Three reflectors are “good reflectors” with respect to either inter-
ferer.
Fig. 8(c) plots the mean displacement needed to reach a position
of alignment, i.e. minimize |horth|2. We plot this quantity across the
largest angle of arrival, φmax = maxt∈{1,2},iφt1,i, among all the good
reflectors with respect to either interferer. The figure reveals the
following insight:
Insight 2: As long as at least one good reflector exists in the en-
vironment, i.e. one reflector is behind the receiver with respect to
either interferer, the mean displacement needed to reach a position
of alignment, is in the vicinity of λ/8 to λ/4, i.e. around 1 or 2
inches, for 2.4-2.5GHz transmissions.
While our analysis so far has focused on interference alignment,
it can readily be extended to interference nulling. In particular, we
can consider nulling as a special case of alignment where horth is
the projection along the direction of the receive antenna where the
signal needs to be nulled (i.e., one of the axes in the antenna space).
Hence, the analysis of horth is similar.
6. STOCHASTIC HILL CLIMBING
In this section, we present a Stochastic Hill Climbing algorithm
that automatically adjusts the receive antenna to seek positions of
interference alignment or nulling. To find these positions, the algo-
rithm minimizes the Interference to Noise Ratio (INR) from the in-
terfering transmitter(s). For interference nulling, INR is the ratio of
the power of the interfering transmitter to the power of noise. For
interference alignment, we define the INR as follows. Let (α,β)
denote the direction along which the projected power from the in-
terfering signals is minimum. Recall that the received signal must
be projected along this direction, to decode the desired signal. Thus,
we define the INR for alignment as the ratio of the power of the in-
terfering signals projected along this direction, to the noise power
σ2. For a system with two single-antenna transmitters and a two-
antenna receiver, the INR can be computed based on the wireless
channels as:
INR = 1
σ2
min
α,β
|h11α+ h12β|2 + |h21α+ h22β|2
where hij is the channel from transmitter i to receive antenna j in
Fig. 6. The solution of this minimization problem has a closed form
(Proof in Appendix B):
INR =
1
2σ2
(
|h11|2 + |h21|2 + |h12|2 + |h22|2
)
−
1
σ2
√∣∣∣∣ |h11|2 + |h21|2 − |h12|2 − |h22|22
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |h11h∗12 + h21h∗22|2 (7)
Because channels are continuous functions over space, the INR
profile is continuous and smooth. In other words, an incremental
movement in any given direction would lead to a gradual increase
or decrease in INR. Hence, to minimize the INR, a receiver can
slide its antenna gradually until it reaches a local minimum.
We leverage this intuition in designing our stochastic hill climb-
ing algorithm to reduce the INR (pseudo-code in Alg. 1). At a high
level, our algorithm proceeds as follows: the receiver continuously
monitors the INR from its interferer(s) (using Eqn. 7). Initially, it
picks an arbitrary direction, and slides one of its antennas in that
direction. Specifically, it slides the antenna either forward or back-
ward, depending on which of those decreases the INR. It continues
to move the antenna along that direction until the INR reaches a
local minimum (in that direction). Then, it rotates the antenna ei-
ther clock-wise or counter clock-wise about a small arc (of radius a
few mm), whichever decreases the INR. Again, the receiver keeps
rotating that antenna until the INR reaches a local minimum. The
receiver repeats the above process, switching between translations
and rotations, until it reaches a local minimum (in both translation
and rotation). If the INR at the local minimum is below the noise
floor, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the receiver moves the
antenna to a random location and repeats the process again.
In practice, across all experiments in §9, the stochastic hill climb-
ing algorithm converges to an INR below the noise floor in an aver-
age of 3 tries.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for Stochastic Hill Climbing
mode = +1 ⊲ 1: Translate, -1: Rotate
direction = +1 ⊲ 1: Forward, -1: Reverse
attempts = 0
⊲ Loop while INR is above 0 dB
while INR > 0 dB do
switch mode
case +1: TRANSLATE(direction); ⊲ In Translate Mode
case −1: ROTATE(direction); ⊲ In Rotate Mode
end switch
prev_INR = INR ⊲ Previous INR of sender
INR = GETINR() ⊲ Update INR based on channels
if INR > prev_INR then ⊲ If INR increased
direction = −direction ⊲ Switch direction
attempts = attempts + 1
end if
if attempts == 2 then ⊲ Hit a minimum
mode = −mode ⊲ Switch modes
attempts = 0
end if
if At local minimum with INR > 0 dB then
⊲ Move to Random Location
end if
end while
7. RECIPROCITY
In this section, we show how MoMIMO leverages channel reci-
procity to allow concurrent uplink transmissions (such as ACKs).
Consider two wireless nodes i and j. Let hij and hrevij denote the for-
ward channel from i to j and reverse channel from j to i, respec-
tively. Then reciprocity [7] states that:
hrevij = tihijrj (8)
Where ti and rj are fixed constants that depend purely on nodes i
and j respectively.
Eqn. 8 has an interesting consequence for interference nulling.
Specifically, when MoMIMO adjusts j’s receive antenna so that
hij ≈ 0, this also results in hrevij ≈ 0. Hence, nulling the down-
link channel from interferer i to receiver j by motion, also nulls the
uplink channel from j to i.
Reciprocity can also be exploited for interference alignment.
Consider two single-antenna nodes I1 and I2 causing interference
at a two-antenna receiver Rx, as shown in Fig. 6. MoMIMO moves
one of Rx’s receive antennas to a position of interference alignment,
(a) Testbed in Bldg. 1 (b) Testbed in Bldg. 2
Figure 9: Testbed topology. The figure depicts the cropped floor plans of
two buildings where the experiments were conducted. The red marks on the
floor plans depict locations for wireless nodes. Different random subsets
of these locations for the transmitters and receivers are picked for different
experiments.
so that (Eqn. 3):
h11h22 − h21h12 ≈ 0 (9)
Now, suppose the two-antenna receiver Rx needs to send a single
stream on the uplink without interfering with I1 or I2. It precodes its
signal by (−hrev12 , hrev11 ) so that the effective uplink channel at inter-
ferer I1:−hrev12 hrev11 +hrev11 hrev12 = 0, is nulled. Interestingly, because the
receive antenna is in a position of alignment at the downlink, this
precoding also nulls the effective uplink channel at I2. Specifically,
from Eqn. 8 and 9, the effective uplink channel at I2 is:
−hrev12 hrev21 + hrev11 hrev22 = −t1h12r2t2h21r1 + t1h11r1t2h22r2
= t1t2r1r2(h11h22 − h21h12) ≈ 0
Thus, MoMIMO’s interference alignment and nulling by motion
provides not only concurrent downlink transmissions, but by lever-
aging precoding and reciprocity, also enables concurrent uplink
transmissions.
8. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We describe our experimental environment, which is used to il-
lustrate the gains of MoMIMO.
Implementation: Nodes in our experiments are equipped with
USRP-N210 software radios [5] and RFX 2400 daughter-boards.
They communicate in the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi band using 20 MHz
signals. We implement OFDM directly in the USRP Hardware
Driver (UHD). We use various 802.11 modulations (BPSK, 4QAM,
16QAM, and 64QAM), coding rates, and choose between them us-
ing the effective-SNR bitrate selection algorithm [10]. Our imple-
mentation periodically measures the channels by listening to pack-
ets from the desired and interfering transmitters. It tracks the INR
of the interfering signals for interference alignment or nulling.
To emulate sliding antennas, the antenna of each USRP is
mounted on an iRobot Create robot, controlled by an ASUS EEPC
1015PX netbook. We implement stochastic hill climbing in a fully
distributed manner using iRobot Create’s Open Interface. Each re-
ceiver measures INR for interference alignment or nulling in real-
time from the software radio(s), and automatically maneuvers the
robot to minimize INR from any interferer(s). It also queries the
robot sensors to ensure that the robot does not move beyond 2
inches from its initial position as it seeks to minimize its INR.
Tested Environments: We evaluate MoMIMO in indoor settings,
in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios, and
in two different buildings.
Our main experiments were conducted in Building 1 depicted in
Fig. 9(a), which hosts a computer science department. The build-
ing is built mostly of flat reinforced concrete slabs and columns.
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Figure 10: INR before and after applying MoMIMO’s alignment or nulling. The figure depicts the CDF of motion-based alignment in (a), (b) and nulling
in (c), (d). Our experiments are performed in line-of-sight scenarios in (a), (c) and non-line-of-sight scenarios in (b), (d).
The enclosure of the exterior walls is of metal and brick. The inte-
rior walls are gypsum with steel sheet metal studs. The rooms are
standard offices with several desks, chairs, cabinets, and computer
workstations.
We also ran experiments in Building 2, which is constructed in
1963, and has thick concrete interior walls. We performed our ex-
periments in a large classroom connected to a long corridor with
the layout as shown in Fig. 9(b). The classroom consists of several
desks and chairs.
Metrics: To evaluate MoMIMO’s effectiveness at achieving inter-
ference alignment and nulling, we measure the interference to noise
ratio (INR). In the case of nulling, the INR is computed as the
total received interference power after running the stochastic hill
climbing algorithm. In the case of alignment, the INR is measured
after running the stochastic hill climbing algorithm by projecting
the interference signals orthogonal to the desired alignment direc-
tion, and computing the interference power after projection. In both
cases, an INR less than 0 dB means that MoMIMO has reduced the
interference below the noise level.8
Other metrics of interest include the throughput, which we mea-
sure using the effective-SNR metric as described in [10], and the
required antenna displacement for nulling or alignment, which we
measure as the distance from the initial location of the antenna to
its location after running the stochastic hill climbing algorithm.
9. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of MoMIMO in the testbed envi-
ronment described in §8.
9.1 Microbenchmarks
We first investigate whether local antenna adjustments, using
our stochastic hill climbing algorithm, can indeed deliver interfer-
ence alignment and nulling. To do so, we quantify the INR after
MoMIMO’s alignment and nulling, and check whether it can be
reduced below the noise level, i.e., 0 dB.
Interference Alignment: We experiment with the setup in Fig. 6,
which consists of two single-antenna interferers and a 2-antenna
receiver. We place these nodes randomly in our testbeds in both
line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. The
two interferers concurrently transmit packets back-to-back. The
receiver estimates the total power received on both of its anten-
nas; this power constitutes the initial INR. The receiver then runs
stochastic hill climbing until the two received signals are aligned.
Subsequently, it computes the final INR as the projection of the
8To be able to evaluate the INR accurately, packets sent by the in-
terferer contain a header with twenty known OFDM symbols. This
allows us to measure INR up to an accuracy of -13 dB by averag-
ing the wireless channel across these repeated symbols. While this
allows us to accurately measure the residual interference, in prac-
tice, pushing the INR below -3 dB is unnecessary. Thus 2-3 known
OFDM symbols are sufficient for this accuracy.
received signals along the direction orthogonal to the desired align-
ment as described in §6. We repeat this experiment 20 times, each
time placing the interferers and receiver at different locations in our
topology.
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of both the initial and final INRs in these experiments for
LOS and NLOS scenarios. The figures show an average INR reduc-
tion of about 22 dB in both LOS and NLOS scenarios. Note that the
median residual INR is −0.5 dB and −2.5 dB, in LOS and NLOS
respectively, which is below the noise floor, thereby enabling sig-
nificant throughput gains.
The CDFs also show that in a few percent of the runs, the INR
after alignment may be above the noise level by a few dBs. These
runs correspond to cases of very strong interference, over 25 dB,
and hence the few dB of residual INR. Even in these scenarios,
the reduction in INR is large and exceeds 20 dB. Overall, the fig-
ure shows that motion-based alignment produces similar accuracy
to multi-antenna alignment [15], but requires only single antenna
transmitters.
Interference Nulling: We place a single-antenna interferer and a
single-antenna receiver randomly in our testbed, in both LOS and
NLOS scenarios. The interferer transmits a stream of packets back-
to-back. The receiver slides its antennas following the stochastic
hill climbing algorithm in order to null the signal from the inter-
ferer. Upon convergence, it computes the final INR. We repeat this
experiment 20 times, each time placing the nodes in different loca-
tions in our testbed.
Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) show the CDFs of the initial and final INRs
in these experiments for both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. The figure shows that after MoMIMO
nulling, the median residual INR is −0.3 dB in LOS and NLOS,
and median reduction in INR is about 15 dB. Our results show that
motion-based nulling effectively cancels interference and brings it
to the noise level.
In comparison with the alignment experiments, we note that the
initial INR for nulling is much lower. This is because in alignment,
the initial INR is due to two interferers, whereas here it is due to
only one interferer.
9.2 Throughput Comparison
We assess the throughput benefits of MoMIMO against two base-
lines: standard 802.11n and n+ [15]. We compare against n+ to
show that MoMIMO delivers gains even when compared with a
system that employs advanced MIMO techniques.
For this experiment, we use the heterogeneous network topol-
ogy in Fig. 5. We note that other topologies like those in Fig.4(b)
and 4(c) show a bigger gain for MoMIMO, as explained in §4.
However, we chose to present empirical results for the heteroge-
neous network topology because it is more complex than the others
and requires combining both motion-based nulling and alignment.
Recall from §4 that the heterogeneous network in Fig. 5 has
two single-antenna transmitter-receiver pairs and one 2-antenna
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three schemes: 802.11n, n+, and MoMIMO.
transmitter-receiver pair. For this network, MoMIMO uses sliding
antennas to null the signal of Tx1 at Rx2 and that of Tx2 at Rx1. It
also needs to align the signals of Tx1 and Tx2 at Rx3. In this case,
MoMIMO can deliver 3 concurrent streams. In contrast, 802.11n
has to budget the wireless medium between the three Tx-Rx pairs
which yields an average of 1.33 concurrent streams, while n+[15]
can enable 2 concurrent streams.
For each run of our experiments we pick a random subset of the
nodes in the testbed to represent the nodes in the heterogeneous
network in Fig. 5. We consider a single long-lasting flow from
each sender to its receiver. We repeat the experiment at 20 ran-
domly chosen locations. At each location, we record throughputs
for MoMIMO, 802.11n and n+.
For each of the MoMIMO runs, the network initially uses
802.11n with each pair transmitting in a different time slot. Dur-
ing this phase, the nodes do not transmit concurrently; instead they
measure the channel and run stochastic hill climbing. Once stochas-
tic hill climbing reaches the desired nulling and alignment, we al-
low the nodes to transmit concurrently.
Fig. 11 shows CDFs of the obtained throughput in MoMIMO as
well as those of 802.11n and n+. On average, MoMIMO achieves a
throughput gain of 1.98× over 802.11 and 1.31× gain over n+. In
comparison, the expected throughput gains for this heterogeneous
network as reported in §4.3 are 2.25× over 802.11n and 1.5× over
n+. Thus, our experimental gains are close to the expected ones.
Note that both MoMIMO and n+ suffer from a slight performance
dip in comparison to their theoretical gains; this is due to small
residual interference power after alignment and nulling.
9.3 Reciprocity
Reciprocity enables MoMIMO to perform motion-based align-
ment/nulling on the forward path and still enjoy alignment and
nulling on the reverse path, thereby enabling ACKs to be transmit-
ted concurrently without interference. In this section, we evaluate
how eliminating interference by applying MoMIMO on the forward
path translates into eliminating interference on the reverse path.
Here, we use the same experiments described in §9.1 for both
alignment and nulling. The difference however is that after we
align/null along the forward path, we reverse the direction of the
transmission, i.e., make the receiver transmit and the previous trans-
mitter receive. For the case of alignment and as described in §7,
the receiver also precodes the ACK to null it at one of the aligned
senders. Our objective is to show empirically that this naturally
leads to nulling the signal at the other sender. Hence we measure
the corresponding reciprocal INR. For nulling we simply want to
show that nulling in the forward direction leads to nulling in the
reverse direction. Hence we measure the reverse INR.
Fig. 12 plots the CDFs of the reverse INRs for both alignment
and nulling. Each CDF is taken over 20 different runs with different
node locations. The figure shows that indeed applying stochastic
hill climbing in the forward direction virtually eliminated the INR
in the reverse direction as well, reducing it below the noise level
(i.e., below 0 dB).
9.4 Displacement
Next, we would like to quantify the amount of displacement by
which MoMIMO needs to slide the antennas to achieve alignment
or nulling. To do so, we measure the displacement between the ini-
tial and final positions of the receive antennas in the throughput
experiments in §9.2.
Fig. 13 plots the CDFs of this displacement for both alignment
and nulling. As expected, since we restricted the motion of the
antennas to within a 2 inch radius, the maximum displacement
across all experiments is 2 inches. Further, the figure shows that
MoMIMO’s stochastic hill climbing algorithm needs a mean dis-
placement of 0.44 inches for interference alignment and 1.17 inches
for interference nulling. Alignment is easier to satisfy as many
options exist for the direction along which two senders may be
aligned, which provides extra flexibility for the choice of channels.
9.5 Impact of Channel’s Bandwidth
Our previous experiments use a bandwidth of 20 MHz, the com-
mon setting for 802.11. In this experiment, we evaluate how chan-
nel bandwidth impacts MoMIMO’s performance.
As in §9.1, we consider two single-antenna interferers and a two-
antenna receiver. The receiver performs stochastic hill climbing by
moving one of its antennas to align the signals from the two single-
antenna interferers. Upon convergence, we fix the initial position of
the receiver and repeat the experiment for different channel band-
widths: 2MHz, 4MHz, 8MHz, 16MHz, and 20MHz. For each chan-
nel width, we repeat this experiment in 10 randomly chosen loca-
tions in our testbed.
Fig. 14 plots the mean and standard deviation of the INR at the
receiver as a function of the bandwidth, averaged over all our ex-
periments. The plot reveals that the INR rises by an average of
5 dB as the bandwidth is increased from 2MHz to 20MHz. This
is expected because a receiver perceives greater frequency diversity
across OFDM subcarriers with increased bandwidth. Nevertheless,
even at 20MHz, the mean INR across these experiments was around
-2 dB, which is well below the noise floor. Thus, even though the
performance of MoMIMO is impacted by an increase in bandwidth
due to frequency diversity, MoMIMO continues to provide a signif-
icant reduction in INR.
9.6 Performance in Dynamic Environments
In this experiment, we study how MoMIMO responds to changes
in the wireless channel. MoMIMO nodes incorporate a fail-safe
mode that responds to channel changes by defaulting to 802.11n
and re-running the stochastic hill climbing algorithm. Specifically,
during the periods in which the receive antenna is still moving and
has not reached a nulling/alignment position, as well as in which
the nulling/alignment position has changed, the nodes fall back
to 802.11n and do not transmit extra concurrent streams beyond
what is allowed by 802.11n. Note that this behavior is natural in
MoMIMO since, once the nulling does not hold, the receiver im-
mediately starts hearing the interference. Similarly, if the alignment
does not hold, the receiver sees the interference signal in the whole
2-D space as opposed to along a single direction. Thus, if the chan-
nel changes enough to disturb alignment or nulling, the receiver can
detect this effect in real-time and fall back to standard 802.11n.
To assess MoMIMO’s fail safe mechanism, we repeat the exper-
iment in §9.2, which uses the heterogeneous network. We focus on
the two-antenna receiver (Rx3 from Fig. 5), which slides its an-
tenna to align the signals from the two single-antenna interferers
Tx1 and Tx2. We consider a scenario where the interferers (Tx1 and
Tx2) are inside an office with an open door and the receiver is out-
side the office. Before starting the experiment, the receiver runs the
stochastic hill climbing algorithm to align the two single-antenna
transmitters. Our experiment spans 30 seconds. At t = 15.4 sec-
onds, we close the door so that the interferers (Tx1 and Tx2), and
the receiver are no longer in line-of-sight of each other. We track
the INR of alignment at the receiver for the full duration of 30 sec-
onds. We also measure the receiver’s throughput obtained based on
the effective SNR [10] metric.
Fig. 15(a) plots a trace of the measured INR over time. The trace
depicts a distinct spike of about 8 dB in INR at t = 15.4 seconds,
when the door is closed. However the stochastic hill climbing al-
gorithm responds quickly, reducing the INR to around 0 dB by
t = 16.6 seconds. Note that the delay of 1.2 seconds was partly
due to the limitations of the iRobot Create which is programmed to
move at an average speed of 20 mm/s for accurate maneuverability.
Fig. 15(b) plots the throughput of the MIMO receiver over time,
under identical settings for 802.11 and MoMIMO. At t = 15.4
seconds, the spike in INR caused by the change in channel trig-
gers MoMIMO’s fail-safe mechanism. Hence, MoMIMO ceases
concurrent transmissions, and falls back to 802.11n’s throughput
levels (around 17 Mb/s on average). During this period, stochastic
hill climbing moves the antenna but without activating concurrent
transmissions. Once stochastic hill climbing causes the INR to fall
close to the noise level MoMIMO switches on concurrent trans-
missions. By t = 16.6 seconds, the average throughput is around
24 Mb/s, restoring MoMIMO’s original gains over 802.11n for the
new channel.
10. RELATED WORK
Related work falls in the following two categories:
(a) MIMO Interference Management: Recent years have wit-
nessed advances in MIMO interference management from both the
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Figure 15: Performance of Interference alignment in Dynamic Environ-
ments. The plot shows a trace of the INR and throughput for 30 seconds,
where at t = 15.4s, the channels change from line-of-sight to non-line-of-
sight.
theoretical [17, 2] and the empirical research communities [26,
7, 15, 22, 6, 21, 23]. Past systems implementing interference
alignment [15, 7, 13] typically require multi-antenna senders that
are aware of channel state information. Blind interference align-
ment [18], does not require channel state information at the trans-
mitter, but needs symbol-level time synchronization between trans-
mitters and receivers. Some theoretical work proposes interference
alignment for single-antenna nodes either in frequency [25], or in
time [19]. In contrast, MoMIMO is the first system to demonstrate
that interference alignment and nulling can be performed purely by
moving the receive antennas by just about one or two inches.
(b) Exploiting Motion to Improve Wireless Performance: Prior
work demonstrated that mobility improves the performance of
wireless network. For instance, Grossglauser and Tse [9] show that
a wireless network of freely moving nodes has a higher capac-
ity than a network with stationary nodes. Also, research from the
robotics community [1, 12, 16] has leveraged mobility to improve
the quality of wireless channels. For example, in [1, 12], robots im-
prove their connectivity by maintaining a line-of-sight path to their
access points. Other work observes that a robot can improve its
throughput by sampling different locations in the environment, and
choosing the one that maximizes its throughput (due to a higher
SNR) [16]. Furthermore, recent work has leveraged node move-
ment to improve beamforming [4] and energy consumption [29].
Additionally, some recent products allow the user to manually slide
the antenna to avoid dead spots and improve the SNR [28].
MoMIMO builds on this past work but differs from it by be-
ing the first to show that motion enables MIMO-type interference
alignment and nulling. Said differently, past work uses motion to
improve the SNR but does not show that motion enables MIMO
multiplexing gains.
11. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced MoMIMO, a technique that demon-
strated, for the first time, that interference alignment and nulling
can be achieved, even with single-antenna transmitters, by simply
moving the receive antenna. We also showed that the amount of
antenna displacement needed is fairly small (∼ one inch); hence,
MoMIMO can be achieved by sliding antennas.
This paper focused on demonstrating the feasibility and poten-
tial gains of MoMIMO. Important topics for future work include:
1) designing a medium access protocol that leverages the synergy
between motion and interference alignment as demonstrated by
MoMIMO; and 2) studying MoMIMO’s gains in different classes
of dynamic environments, e.g. static vs. mobile clients.
We believe MoMIMO presents a new paradigm for interference
management, especially in settings of long-lived interference pat-
terns such as home networks and data-center flyways. Further, we
envision that future systems may exploit motion-based interference
alignment and nulling to enable new applications at the intersection
of networking and robotics, where mobility is already innate.
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APPENDIX
A. LENGTH OF REFLECTED PATHS
In this section, we derive the length of reflected paths given the
position of an arbitrary reflector. Recall from §5 that any reflector
i can be specified in terms of two angles θt1,i and φt1,i. Consider a
transmitter It and receive antenna R1 separated by a distance dt1,0.
We can write the position of the reflector in terms of ct1,i, its dis-
tance from the transmitter, and βt1,i its angle to the axis ItR1 (Figure
16). First, it is easy to see that βt1,i = φt1,i−θt1,i2 . Now, by using
sine-rule on ∆PItR1, we have:
PIt = dt1,0
sin(φt1,i)
sin(φt1,i + θt1,i)
(10)
Figure 16: Reflected Path. We consider a transmitter It and receive antenna
R1. Signals arrive at R1 from the direct line-of-sight path and a path due to
reflector specified by the tuple (θt1,i,φt1,i), where θt1,i denotes the angle of
departure of the signal from interferer It and φt1,i denotes the angle of arrival
of the signal at receive antenna R1
Using sine rule on triangle PItQ:
ct1,i = PIt
sin
(
φt1,i+θt1,i
2
)
sin
(
φt1,i−θt1,i
2
) = dt1,0sin(φt1,i)sin
(
φt1,i+θt1,i
2
)
sin(φt1,i + θt1,i)sin
(
φt1,i−θt1,i
2
)
=
dt1,0sin(φt1,i)
2cos
(
φt1,i+θt1,i
2
)
sin
(
φt1,i−θt1,i
2
) = dt1,0sin(φt1,i)
sin(φt1,i)− sin(θt1,i)
Now suppose the receive antenna R1 is initially at the origin (0,0).
Then the transmitter is at a coordinate (-dt1,0, 0). Let us denote I′t as
the symmetric point of the transmitter about the reflector. Note that
since PIt = PI′t , PIt + PR1 = PI′t + PR1 = I′t R1. Hence the length
of the reflected path to any receive antenna coordinate R1 is I′t R1.
Clearly ∠I′t ItR1 = π/2− (φt1,i−θt1,i2 ) = π/2− βt1,i. From ∆QItS
we have SIt = SI′t = csinβt1,i. Hence I′t It = 2ct1,isinβt1,i. Hence
the coordinate of I′t is (2ct1,isin2βt1,i − dt1,0, 2ct1,isinβt1,icosβt1,i) =
(2ct1,isin2 (βt1,i)− dt1,0, csin (2βt1,i)).
Thus the length of the reflected path when the receive antenna is
moved to any position (δx, δy) is:
d′t1,i =
√
(2ct1,isin2 (βt1,i)− dt1,0 − δx)2 + (ct1,isin(2βt1,i)− δy)2
where, ct1,i = dt1,0sinφt1,i/(sinφt1,i − sinθt1,i) and βt1,i = (φt1,i −
θt1,i)/2.
B. MINIMIZING INTERFERENCE TO NOISE
Consider two transmitters and a single two-antenna receiver. Let
hij denote the channel from transmitter i to receive antenna j. Our
goal is to minimize the interference to noise ratio (INR) for align-
ment, given by:
INR = 1
σ2
min
α,β
|h11α+ h12β|2 + |h21α+ h22β|2
where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 and σ2 is the noise power.
Without loss of generality, we can choose α to be a positive real,
and β =
√
1 − α2ejθ , where θ ∈ [−π,π]. Hence, our goal is to
minimize:
|h11α+ h12β|2 + |h21α+ h22β|2
=(|h11|2 + |h21|2)α2 + (|h12|2 + |h22|2)|β|2
+ 2Re{αβ∗(h11h∗12 + h21h∗22)}
=(|h12|2 + |h22|2) + α2(|h11|2 − |h12|2 + |h21| − |h22|2)
+ 2α
√
1 − α2Re{(h11h∗12 + h21h∗22)e−jθ}
We choose θ = π+∠(h11h∗12 + h21h∗22), so as to minimize the third
term. Hence, we need to minimize:
(|h12|2 + |h22|2) + α2(|h11|2 − |h12|2 + |h21| − |h22|2)
−2α
√
1 − α2|h11h∗12 + h21h∗22|
Let A = (|h11|2 − |h12|2 + |h21|2 − |h22|2), B = |h11h∗12 + h21h∗22|
and C = (|h12|2 + |h22|2). Hence, we wish to minimize:
INR = 1
σ2
(Aα2 − 2Bα
√
1 − α2 + C) (11)
To do so, we set its derivative with respect to α to zero, i.e.
2Aα− 2B
√
1 − α2 + 2Bα2/
√
1 − α2 = 0
2Aα
√
1 − α2 − 2B(1 − 2α2) = 0
A2α2(1 − α2) = B2(1 − 2α2)2
α4(A2 + 4B2)− α2(A2 + 4B2) + B2 = 0
The above equation is quadratic in α2. Solving, we have:
α =
√
1
2
− A
2
√
A2 + 4B2
Substituting α in Eqn. 11:
INR = 1
σ2
(
A
(
1
2
− A
2
√
A2 + 4B2
)
− 2B
√
1
4
− A
2
4(A2 + 4B2)
+ C
)
INR = 1
σ2
(
(A/2 + C)− A
2
2
√
A2 + 4B2
)− 2B2
√
1
A2 + 4B2
)
INR = 1
σ2
(
(A/2 + C)− 1
2
√
A2 + 4B2
)
Substituting for A, B and C in the above equation, we have:
INR =
1
2σ2
(
|h11|2 + |h21|2 + |h12|2 + |h22|2
)
−
1
σ2
√∣∣∣∣ |h11|2 + |h21|2 − |h12|2 − |h22|22
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |h11h∗12 + h21h∗22|2
Which precisely corresponds to Eqn. 7.
